Virtual Exhibition Trail
•

Matterport Virtual exhibition of Resonances

https://mylibrary.liverpool.nsw.gov.au/My-Library/liverpool-regional-museum
Scroll to the bottom of the page
Click on Virtual Exhibition Tours
Click on the play button

Enter the museum via the Foyer then turn into the Resonances Gallery
• To move around, hover your cursor in the direction you want to go. Your cursor
becomes an arrow that shows which direction you are moving.
• To see where you might go next, look for the O. Click once to travel to the O.
• To look around, click and drag your mouse.
• To zoom in or out, scroll with your mouse or two-finger zoom with a touchpad.
• Try and find all the objects below displayed in the Resonances Gallery, (it might be
tricky). See what other objects are on display

How would you describe the Resonances exhibition to someone who has not
seen it?

Draw a line to match the words to the image.
Christening dress and Baby bonnet.
Jewellery Box.
Bakery Keystone.
STC Radio.
Bus Company Ticketing Machine.
Teapot, Flour Sifter and Pudding tin.

Find the objects in the gallery and colour them in.

Use this page to draw your favourite objects you saw in the exhibition.

Many of the objects in the Resonances exhibition were used
every day in the past.
Imagine you are living in 2061, 40 years in the future.
What are the objects in your home, that you would use to tell the
story of growing up in 2021? Write or draw them below.

Museum Curators write labels to describe objects for visitors. Your job is to create a label
for one or more of the objects pictured below or something you saw in the exhibition.
You can do some research. If you cannot find the answer, you can write unknown,
remember not all questions need to be answered. There is an example below
Choose an object from the photographs on the next page,
•
•
•
•
•

Record the title of the item.
The date.
What was it made from?
How was it used?
Who owned it?

(Title) 45 RPM Record. Theme song from Skippy the Bush Kangaroo, television series.
(Date) 1968.
(Made from) Vinyl.
(How was it used) A vinyl record stores a copy of sound waves, cut into a spiral groove by a needle. When
the record is played back, the phonograph (record player) reconverts the pattern into sound. The name
"45" or "7-inch” is from the play speed, 45 rpm (revolutions per minute), and the standard diameter, 7
inches.
Skippy the Bush Kangaroo was composed by musician Eric Jupp was one of the most recognisable
Australian television theme songs. The popular children’s television series was about the adventures of a
young boy and his pet kangaroo.
(Owned by) Unknown.
Ask your parents if you can listen to the soundtrack on YouTube, Skippy the Bush Kangaroo: Theme Song

Objects you can write about

Portable Record player 1960’s circa

Child's leather booties, 1900’s circa
Ashcroft Family collection

Monopoly board game

Ticketing machine;
Frank Oliveri Bus Company

An artist drew these images from the collection. They have made into collectable postcards.
Choose an object from the Resonances exhibition and create your own postcard.

Jewellery Box; Bartlett Collection.

Bakery Keystone; German Internment Camp Collection.

Ticketing machine; Frank Oliveri Bus Company.

STC Radio;
Standard Telephone and Cable Collection.

Baby Bonnet, Baby Christening Dress;
Ashcroft Family collection.

Teapot; Pearce and Learoyd Collection.
Flour Sifter; Trimarchi Collection.
Pudding Tin; Hammondville Collection.

Resonances Postcard.

